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NUMERICAL RATE EQUATION KfODELFOR

THE He-Cs CHARGE EXCHANGE LASER

by

John F. Seely

ABSTRACT

‘-F
A model for the He-Cs charge exchange laser has been

_ formulated in which the coupled photon and particle rate

=(W equations are solved numerically for the laser intensities
“-CO;
$Gy ~_

at 584 ~ and 2 p. The photon rate equations include spon-

2===
taneous and stimulated emission and photoabsorptionpro-

j~ ‘: cesses. The particle rate equations include charge ex-
.
_a~ change, electron.— impact excitation and ionization, spon-

taneous and
;Egk stimulated emission, photoabsorption,ad all

appropriate back reactions. Input parameters include i-<—.=-

‘r

~~m .“ “-
nitial particle densities and temperatures,shapes of the

-m leading edges of the helium plasma and target, relative
?=.-m . drift velocity of the plasma and target, and laser length.
:~m _,o— The laser intensitiesare calculated as functions of time,
~m “-~__ depth into the target, and position along the laser axis.

-1-

.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In designing experiments for the proposed He-Cs
1

charge exchange laser, it is useful to have a rate

equation model of the system in order to establish

the practicabilityof the laser scheme and to fix

operating parameters such as initial particle densi-

ties and temperatures. Such a theoreticalmodel may

also be used to interpret experimentaldata.

An analyticalmode12 based on approximateparti-

cle rate equations indicates that population in-

versions of a few percent and linear gains higher

than 1 cm
-1

are obtainable. In this model, the four

rate equations for cesium neutrals, helium ions,

helium 1 lSO state, and helium 2 lPI state are writ-

ten. After comparing competing reaction rates, only

terms due to the fastest collisional reactions are

saved in each rate equation. Spontaneousdecay is

included,but not stimulated emission. The approxi-

mate rate equations are then solved analytically for

the population inversion and linear gain for the

helium 584-~ line. Although this simple analytical

model gives useful physical insight intowhichcolli-

sional reactions are most important in determining

the population inversion, a more sophisticated nu-

merical calculation is needed in which the coupled

photon and particle rate equations, including all

appropriate radiative and collisionalterms, are

solved simultaneously.

11. SCOPE OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL

Of primary interest is the laser intensity as

a function of time and position,and the dependence

of the laser output on the operating parameters

of the system. The collisionaland radiative re-

actions contributingto the rate equations are

modeled in detail. Plasma instabilities,magneto-

hydrodynamicplasma motion, spontaneously gener-

ated magnetic fields, and related phenomena are

not taken into account in this initial calculation,

but may be added in subsequentmodels.

Ifeanticipate that the plasma electrons will

play an important role in ionizing the cesiumtarget

atoms, a process that competes with the charge ex-

change reaction which fills the upper laser state.

1



One may minimize this effect by increasingthe tar-

get density to values much greater than the plasma

density, so that only a small fraction of the cesium

atoms is ionized.
7

We assume that the cesium target is at rest,

and that the helium plasma drifts toward the target

with velocity Vo. The plasma ion and electron ve-

locity distributions are assumed to be Maxwellian

with constant temperaturesTi and Te, respectively.

Since the cesium temperature is much less than the

drift energy (mv~/2- 1 keV) and the plasmatempera-

tures (Ti - Te - 50 eV), we set the cesium tempera-

ture equal to zero.

As shown in Fig. 1, we calculateparticledensi-

ties and laser intensitiesas functions of x, the

penetration depth into the target, and z, the po-

sition along the laser axis. Stimulatedphotons are

assumed to be emitted in the + z direction.

x1 Cs target

Fig. 1

We treat cesium as a two-level atom composed of

the ground state and the 6 2P
l/2, 3/2

excited state.

Helium is treated as a three-levelatom composed of

the ground state and the 2 lSO and 2 1P
1

excited

states. We are primarily interested in the laser

transitions 2 lP1 + 1 lSO at 584 ; and 2 lP1 + 2 lSO

at 2 p,

III. RATE COEFFICIENTS

Consider a cesium atom drifting with velocity

$0 through a helium plasma. The rate coefficient

forthe transfer of an electron from thecesiumstate

a to the helium state I?is
3

where=Q6 is the charge exchange cross section, ; is

the velocity of the cesium atom,and ; is the veloci-

ty of the helium ions. Since the cesium atom has

velocity ;., the cesium velocity distribution is a

delta function,

(2)

SubstitutingEq. (2) into,Eq.(1) and using the delta

function to integrate over ;, the rate coefficient

becomes

(3)

The drift energy of the cesium atom (mv20/2. 1 keV)

is much greater than the helium ion temperature

(Ti -.50 eV). We therefore set I; - ;OI ~ vein Eq.

(3), and write

(4)

The helium ion distributionis assumed to be Maxwel-

1ian with constant temperatureTi,

f6(;] = (mi/2mTi)3’2exp (-miv2/2Ti). (5)

We assume that the charge exchange cross section as

a function of energy E may be fitted to a curve of

the form

-E/E
QQB(E) = U(E-EC) Q. e Q (6)

as shown in Fig. 2. Here U(x) is the unit stepfunc-

tion, Ec is a threshold energy below which the cross

section is zero, and E
Q

is the energy at which the
-1

cross sectionhas decreased by a factor of e . Sub-

stituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq, (4) and inte-

grating over v, the rate coefficient for charge ex-

change becomes

-Eo/E
QRB = VOQO e %( EO-EC), E. = miVo2/2. (7)

ii= ‘Q

i

Fig. 2
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The cross-sectionparameters Qo, EQ, and Ec

entering into the rate coefficient (7) are listed in

Table I. The numbering system for the atomic states

a and 6 is given by the second column in Table III.

Por example, the cross section for the transfer of

an electron from the ground state 6 2
S112 of cesium

(a = 1) to the 2 1P state of helium ( 6 = 6) is

~Q6(E) = U(E-50 eV)(2x10-15cm2)exp[-E/104eV].

The charge transfer

in Table I are taken

and should be viewed

cross-sectionparameters listed

from a theoreticalcalculation

as approximate.

TABLE I

CHARGE EXCHANGE CROSS-SECTIONPARAMETERS FROM REF. 4

0. !3 Qo,cmz EQ,eV Ec,eV Experimental,E,or
Theoretical,T

14 10-” 104 50 T

15 2X10-’5 104 50 T

16 2X10-15 104 50 T

24 10-17 104 50

25 10-17 104 50 :

26 10-17 104 50 T

The rate coefficient for

nization or excitation from the

cesium state B is

electron impact io-

cesium state a to the

aSB = J fa(;)fe(;)l;-;laQ‘(1;-;1) d3w d3v, (8)

where fa (~) is the cesium velocity distributionand

fe(;) is the plasma electron distribution. Substi-

tuting Eq. (2) into Eq. (8),

,& = f fe(;)l;-;olaQB(I;-;ol)d3v. (9)

We assume that the electron distribution is Maxwell-

ian with constant temperatureT where T . 50 eV.
e’ e

The average velocity of the electron distribution,

v = (8 Te/nme)l/2,
av

(lo)

is much greater than the drift
●

velocity. We there-

fore set 1; - ;OI ~ v in Eq. (9). Again assuming

that the cross section may be fitted to the curve

i. given by Eq.(6),the rate coefficient fortheclectron

impact ionization

a to state B is

or exc tation of cesium from state

ass =vavQo(l+Ec/Te+Ec/EQ)

x exp[-Ec/Te-Ec/EQ]/(l+Te/EQ)2. (11)

The rate coefficient for the electron impact

ionizationor excitationof helium from state a to

state B is

=SB = f fa (;)fe(;)@-tlaQB( l;-~1) d3v d3w, (12)

where fa(~) is the helium velocity distributionwith

temperatureTiand fe(;) is the electron distribution

with temperature Te. IfTiST e, then the average

heliumvelocityis muchless than the average electron

velocity,andthe helium atoms appear tothe electrons

to be nearly stationary. We therefore set f~(;) =

IS(;) in Eq. (12) and obtain

a SB = f fe(;) V ~QB (V) d3v. (13)

Assuming a Maxwellian distribution for the electrons

and using Eq. (6), the rate coefficient for the e-

lectron impact ionization or excitation of helium is

the same form as Eq. (11), the result for cesium.

This is because in both derivations, we have ef-

fectively assumed that the electron velocity is much

greater than the ion velocity.

The cross-sectionparameters for electron ioni-

zation and excitation of cesium and helium are list-

ed in Table II. Cross sections for ionization or

excitation from the ground states (a= 1 or 4) are
3

experimentalmeasurements. Other values are esti-

mated using the Darwin mode13 and should be viewed

as approximate.

TABLE II

ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION AND IONIZATION
CROSS-SECTIONPARAMETERS FROM REF. 3

a !3 Qo,cm2 QE ,eV Ec,eV Experimental,E,or
Theoretical,T

13

23

14

47

57

67

45

46

56

1X10-15

8X10-15

1X10-14

5X10-17

9.7X1O-16

1.3X10-15

I.3X10-17

1.2X10-17

1.4X1O-14

400 3.9

144 1.4

130 1.4

500 24.6

80 4.0

70 3.4

580 20.6

600 21.2

0.6 17

E

T

E

E

T

T

T

E

T

3



IV. RATE EQUATION TERMS

In this section, we develop the terms contrib-

uting to the particle rate equationsdue to charge

exchange, electron impact ionizationand excitation,

and the correspondingback reactions.

The change in the number of

type a due to the transfer of an

helium state B may be written7

Icx

= [-nan7&R6 + n3n6 ~Ral

cesium atoms of

electron to the

Here

a.

ward

. -nan7aR@ [1 - (n3nB/nan7)(BRa/aR6)].(141

na is the number density of particles in state

Using detailed balancing,3 the ratioof the for-

and backward rate coefficients for charge ex-

change may be written

(aRB/BR,J = (gB/ga)exp(-EB-a/Til, (15)

where g= is the degeneracy of state a , Ea is the

energy

‘c-a

Values

tuting

number

change

level of state a , and

lE6-Eal.

for gaand Ea are given in Table IV. Substi-

Eq. (15) into Eq. (14), the change in the

of cesium atoms in state a due to charge ex-

with helium ions is

i

dn B
a=

-nan7 ~R8[l-(n3n6/nan7)(ga/g6)exp(EB-a/Ti)1
dt Cx

(16)

The charge exchange rate coefficientUR6 may be cal-

culated using @q. (7) and the cross-sectionpara-

meters in Table I.

The change in number of

electron impact ionization

nation is

atoms in state

and three-body

due to

recombi-

$

dn *:\/$ ~.,fa ~a— = [-
dt /J\a + ,{+\ ~

ion
/’ //

. a ~ ~SB[1-(n8n#na) (8Sa/aS6)1,-n n (17)

where n~ is the electron density and !3 identifies

the ion (6 = 3 for cesium; L?= 7 for helium). Using

detailed balancing,theratio of the forward to back-

ward rate coefficientsmay be written3

(aSB/8Sa)= (2nmeTe/h2)3’2(2go/ga)exp(-Ea-B/Te),

(18)

where go is the degeneracy of the ground state (g. =

gl = 2 for cesium; g = 134= 1 for helium). Substi-

tuting Eq. (18) int~ (17), the change in number of

atoms in state a due to electron impact ionization

is

-1dn 1?
a

-nan8 aSB[l-(n8nB/nal(h2/2mmeTe)
3/2.

dt
ion

x (ga/2go)w(Ea-#’el].
.

(19)

The change in number of atoms in state a due

to electron impact excitationto state B is

. -n8na #B [1- (n#nal (i3a/gB)w (~a#Te) 1,

(20)

where we used detailed balancing to write3

(as@/BSa)= (@tza) exp(-Ea-B/Te). (21)

v. PARTICLE lWTE EQUATIONS

The terms included in the target rate equations

are shown in Table III. These terms are:

(1) Charge exchange between the cesium 6 ~2and 62s
2
P states and the helium 1 %., 2 ls., and 2 1P

1
states,

(2) Electron impact ionizationof the cosium 62S1/2

and 6 2P states,

(3) Electron impact excitation 6 2
~%/2 + 6

2P,

(4) Spontaneous emission 6 2P + 6 S1,2, ~

(5) Photoabsorption 6 2S1,2 -+ion of 584 A photon,

and all appropriateback ’reactions. The rate equa-

tions for the cesium ground state is

.

‘.
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TABLE III

A CHECK INDICATESTHAT THE TERM IS INCLUDED IN THE PARTICLE RATE EQUATION

,

.’

Particle Species a Charge Impact Impact Spontaneous Stimulated Photoabsorption
Exchange Ionization Excitation Emission Emission

Cesium 6 2S1,2 1 4 J d 4 4

6’P 2 / d d d

Ion 3 4 d 4

Helium 1 lSO 4 d 4 4 / d

2 %0 s J J d 4 d

2 1P
1

6 d d 4 J d

Ion 7 4 d

- 2k1 11/4’wl, (22)

where the fourth term is due to spontaneousdecay of

the 6 2P (a = 2) state, and 2Al is the transition

probability given in Table V. The last term, due

to photoabsorption,isderivedin SectionVI. The rate

equation for the 6 2P state of cesium is

Adding Eqs. (22) and (23), the rate equation for

cesium ions is

an,z LIB-z 513—.-
at a=l,2 dtIB,=4,5,6 CX

+

In writing the cesium

that the cesium atoms

-=1,2 dtIion
2k1 ll/iivl. (24)

rate equations,we haveassumed

are at rest.

The terms included in the plasma rate equations

are shown in Table 111. These terms arc:

(1) Charge cxchangc hctwccn the helium 1 1s.,2 ‘so,

and 2 1P
1

states and the cesium 6 2s
1/2 and 6 2P

states,

(2) Electron impact ionizationof the helium 1 %.,

2 %.,
1

and 2 P states,1
(3) Electron impact excitations 1 1S + 2 1S

o o’
1 %.+2 lP1, and21So+21p,

(4) Spontaneous emission 2 lP: + 1 lSO and 2 lpl

+2 %.,

(5) Stimulated transitions between the 2 lP1 and 1
1
So states, and between the 2 lP1 and 2 lSO states,

and all appropriateback reactions. The rate e-

quation for the helium ground state is

&i4 h4
—+V—= +1-z2d:4+27
at 0 ax Cx ion

-1

dn4 1?

‘~ ‘n6 6A4+g111/fivl, (25)

B=S,6 ‘t .
ex

where the last term is due to stimulated emission

from the 2 1PI state to the 1 lSO state at 584 ~.

This term is determined as a function of the linear

gain” gl and the laser intensity 11 in Section VI.

The rate equation for the helium 2 lSO is

s



+n 6 6A5 + g2 12/fiV2. (26)

The rate equation for the helium 2 ‘Pl state is

I Cx Iion 1ex

-n6(6A4+6A5) - ~ giIi/?ivi. (27)
i=l,2

Adding Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) the rate equation

for helium ions is

Regarding the free electrons, we are primarily

concernedwith those electronswith sufficientener-

gy to cause excitation or ionization events which

compete with the chargeexchangeand lasertransitions

of interest. In writing the rate equation for the

hot electrons, we assume that a hot electron loses

an average of about 10 eV during each excitationor

ionizationevent, and thus participates in (Te/lOeV)
7such events:

an8 an8
— + v’ —=
at

[1

!!#?!! ~ dn= 3 =

‘axe a.l,z z + j3=4,5,6
ion

VI. PHOTON RATE EQUATIONS

In this section,reestablish the rateequations

for the laser intensitiesIland 12 of the twohelium

lines with wavelengths Al = 584 ~ and A2 = 2 p, as

shown in Table V. According to Ref.

for the laser field strength E; is

aEi2 aEi2
—+C—= c gi E; - 2 ckiE: ,
at az

5, the equation

(30)

where k~ is the absorptioncoefficient and the line-

ar gain is
2

gi = (3/2)(!h2/m)v2(A~aA6no/AuD)(fa-f6)cb erfc(h).

Here no is the plasma density, fa is the fraction of

helium atoms in the upper laser state a , fB is the

fraction in the lower state ~, AuD is the Doppler

broadening, and

TABLE IV

ATOMIC STATE DEGENERACIES
(ga) AND ENERGIES (Ea)

(32)

Atomic State a ga Ea, eV

2
= 6 ‘1/2 1

2 - 3.9

6 2P 2 -6 - 2.5

Helium: 1 lSO 4 1 - 24.6

2 %0 5 1 - 4.0

2 1P
1

6 3 - 3.4

TABLE V

PHOTON TRANSITION WAVELENGTHS
AND PROBABILITIES

TRANSITION UPPER STATE LOHER STATE

NUMBER, L NUtiBER, 0 NUUSER, 6

1 6 4

2 6 5

3 2 1

HAvE LENGTH TRANSITION
.

PR08 “Ati, S
-1

Ai. A

*

Due to the plasma ion temperature

Doppler broadening is determined

motion of the ions:

(Ti - 50 eV), the

by the thermal

A(JD= Vi Av/c .2 rfi Ti’/2/Limi’/2, (33)

where mi isthe massof the ion. In writing Eq. (30),

we have assumed that the photons travel in the z di-

rection,as shown in Fig.1. Since E: is proportional

to the photon number density ni, Eq. (3o) may be

written

an. an.
~+c~=cg.n. - 2 ckini + n
at az

11
aABF,a

(34)

(31)

6



where the last term is due to the spontaneousdecay

of the upper state a . Here F is the fraction of

spontaneousphotons which passes through the region

of positive population inversion.Using ni= Ii/fivic,

where Ii is the laser intensity and Vi = 2TTC/Ai,the

gain term in Eq. (34) maybe written giIi/fivi.This

is the stimulatedemission term used in the helium

atom rate equations (25) - (27). From Eq. (34), the

equation for the laser intensity Ii is

aI. ali
~ i -2 ckiIi +fi vicna aABF.~ + C — = C g.I (35)

at a.z

The two photon rateequationsrepresentedby Eq.(35),

where i = 1 and 2, and the eight particle rate equa-

tions (22) - (29) form a system of ten coupled equa-

tions which may be solved for the ten unknowns.

na , where a = 1,2,...,8

and

Ii, where i = 1,2.

VII. INITIALAND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

7he cesium target is taken to be at rest, and

the helium plasma approaches the targetwith velocity

VO as shown in Fig. 1. At the leading edges of the

cesium target

increase from

that the rise

where
‘Cs ‘s

profile is of

and the plasma, the particle densities

zero to 10” -101’ cm_3. We assume

in cesium density is [l-exp(-x/xCJ1,

a scale length. The plasma density

the same form with scale length xHe.

The initial density profile of the target is shown
initialin Fig. 3(a), where na is the initial particle

density in the interior of the target. Since the

plasma is traveling toward the target, the rise in

density of the plasma represents a boundary con-

dition at the leading edge of the target. The rise

in density of the plasma atx=O is shown in Fig.

3(b), where tHe = XHe/VO.

We also simulate a ragged leading edge for the

target as shown in Fig. 3(c), where the coordinate

axes are oriented as in Fig. 1. Here 1 is the number

of lobes at the leading edge, and x is the depth
rag

of the lobes. The target density is zero in the

lobes, and then increases from the curve

x.x
rag

sin2 (?.rz/zmax), (36)

where zmax is the laser length. We assume that the

plasma leading edge is uniform along the z direction

with no ragged edge effects.

‘a

“Initial

a

“a

“initial

a

x rag

VIII.

Da

where

Lx
x x

max

(a)

LL
i

t
t

He
t

max

(b)

z &ax

x

(c)

RATE EQUATIONS

We define the

= na Ino,

Fig. 3

IN DIMENSIONLESSFORM

dimensionlessparticle density

(37)

no is the initial plasma density. The dimen-

sionless penetration depth is

X = x 6A4/V0, (38)
o

where 6A4 is the transition probability of the 584-A

helium line given in Table V, and V. is the drift

velocity. If VO = 2.2 x 107 cm/s, which corresponds

to drift energy 1/2 miVo2 = 1 keV, then the scale

length Vo/bA4 is 0.12 IMn.

less time

T=6A4t

and the dimens

We define the dimension-

(39) !

onless pos tion along the laser axis

7



z = z %Jc

with scale length C/6A4 equal to 16.7 cm.

(16), the dimensionlesschargeexchange term

ten

(40)

Prom Eq.

is writ-

P [1-(D3D/DaD7)(ga/gelexp(E6-a/Ti)l,
CX(U’B)=D7DB a fl

(41)

where the charge exchange rate parameter is

a%
R /6A4 ,

‘noaf.?
(42)

~ ~ is given by Eq.and R (7). From Eq. (19), the

dimensionlesselectron impact ionizationterm is

EION(a,13)=DaD8 aU6[l-(D8De/Da)(hnoz 2/3/2TnneTe]3’2

x (ga/2go)exp (Ea.#Te)]) (43)

where the impact ionizationrate parameter is

o~=no aSB/’A4
a

(44)

and ~SB is given by Eq. (11). From Eq. (20), the

electron impact excitationrate term is written

EXCITE(o.,13)

8 ~ au6[l-DB/Da) (ga/g6)exp(Ea-B/Te)l. (45)=DD

We define the dimensionless laser intensity

Bi = Iifivlc no ,

where v1
= 2nc/A1 and Al = 584 ~ as given in

The scale intensityhvl cno correspondsto

(46)

Table V.

photons

with energy hvl and number density no and traveling
16 -3

with speed c, For plasma density no = 10 cm , the

scale intensity is 109 W/cm2. The dimensionlessgain

is

Gi = C gi/6A4 , (47)

where the scale gain is 6A4/c = 0.06 cm
-1

and gi is

given by Eq. (31). The dimensionlessstimulated e-

mission term which appears in the particle rate

equation is

STIM(i) = Ai Gi Bi/Al, (48)

and the dimensionlessspontaneous emission term is

SPONT(i) = Du aAB/6A4. (49)

We also define the dimensionless photoabsorption

term

PHOTO(i) = 2ki c Ai/Ai 6A4.

Using the dimensionlessquantitiesdefinedabove,

the particle rate equations (22)-(29)may be written

in the dimensionlessform

aD1
—. -
aT

CX(1,13)-EION(1,3)-EXCITE(1,2)
f3=4,5,6

+ SPONT(3)-PHOTO(l)*B1 (so)

aD2
—. - ~ CX(2,B)-EION(Z,3)+EXCITE(1,2)
aT 13=4,5,6

- SPONT(3) (s1)

aD3
—. Z CX(a,f3)+ Z EION[~,3)+pHOTO(l)*B,
aT a=l,2 - - - a=l,2

f3=4,S,6

aD4 aD
—+9= ~ CX(a,4)-EION(4,7)-
aT ax a=l,2

+ SPONT(l) + STIM(l)

L

(52)

z ExcITE(4,f3)
13=5,6

(s3)

aD5 aD5
—+—= ~ CX(a.5)-EION(5,7)-EXCITE(5,6)
aT ax a=l,2 - - - -

+ EXCITE(4,5)+SPONT(2)+STIM(2)

aD6 aD6
—+—=
aT ax

- i=z2

aD7 aD7
—+—.

aT ax

aD8 aD8
—+—.

aT ax

~ CX(a,6)-EION(6,7)+
a=l,2

[SPONT(i)+STIM(i)]

-Z CX(a,13) + Z
U=1,2 fl=4,5,6
~=4,5,6

(54)

& 5ExcITE(13,6)
*

(55)

EION(13,7) (56)

[-a~,2EION(a,3)- Z EION(13,7)
L3=4,5,6

EXCITE(I,2)-EXCITE(4,5)-z EXCITE(a,6)]/NIMP,
U=4,5 (57)

where NIMP (~ Te/10 ev)’is the number of events in

which each hot electron participates. The photon

rate equation (35) may be written in the dimension-

less form

aB. aB.
2+—-.
aT a; GiBi -PHOTO(i)*Bi+ FalSPONT(i)/li.(58)

Equations (50) - (58) are the ten equations tobe

solved numerically,

u

t

i
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1
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IX. THE COMPUTER CODE

To permit usc by others, the computer code is

described. A simplified flow diagram for the main

program is shown in Fig. 4.

The input parameters are punched on three data

cards. The first data card contains values for the

followingFORTRAN variables:

DELT = time interval

DEI.X= penetration depth interval

DELZ = laser axis interval

TMAX = maximum value of time

XMAX = maximum penetrationdepth

ZMAX = laser length

NUMT = number of times calculated results are

printed

NIMP = number of eventsin which each hot elec–

tron participate.

For example, if TMAX = 8 and NUt.fT= 4, the calculat-

ed results are printed at times T = 2, 4, 6, 8 for

a total of four sets of output data.

Variables on the second data card determine the

initial and’ “ ‘--’”””

DI(l) =

oounaary conalrlons:

initial density of the cesium ground

DI(2) =

DI(3) =

DI(4) =

2
‘tate 6 %/2 2
initial density of the cesium 6 P state

initial density of cesium ions

initial density of the helium ground

D](5) =

DI(6) =

DI(7) =

DI(8) =

Xcs =

XHE=

XRAG =

LOBE =

‘Ihese FORTRAN variables correspond to the initial

state 1 %0

initial density of the helium 21S~ state

initial density of the helium ZIPO state

initial density of helium ions

initial density of plasma electrons

cesium density scale length

plasma density scale length

depth of lobes on the target edge

number of lobes on the target edge.

and boundary condition variables shown in Fig. 3.

‘nitial /n. and XRAG = x ragFor example, DI(l) = nl
.
h4/vo.

Values for the following FORTRAN variables are

contained

TEMPE

TEMPI

DZERO

After

on the third data card:

= plasma electron temperature in eV(Te)

. plasma ion temperature in eV(Ti)

= plasma density in cm‘3 (no).

reading and printing the input parameters

an the three data cards, the main programcontained

calls SUBROUTINE INITIAL. This subroutine assigns

the initial values to the eight particle densities

D(NUM), where NM = 1, 2,...,8. The initial values

of the gains G(l) and G(2) and the laser intensities

B(1) and B(2) are set equal to zero. Here I = 1 is

the 584-; line, and I = 2 is the 2 P line.

The main program next calls SUBROUTINE PRINT.

This subroutineprints the time T, as shown in Fig.

s, and then the position along the laser axis from

z=otoz=zMAx. The penetration depth X, from

X = O to X = XMAX, is printed along the left edge of

the paper. The particle densities D[NUM), gains

G(1) and G(2), and laser intensities B(1) and B(2)

are printed as functions of X and Z.

9



l%e plasma densities (NLNf=

are assigned in SUBRO~INE BOUND.

then calls SUBROUTINE TARGET in

densities D(l), D(2) and D(3) are

Eqs, (50) - (52). This subroutine

4-8) atX=0

The main program

which the cesium

calculated using

calls on FUNCTION

CX(N,M), FUNCTION EION(N,M), FUNCTION EXCITE (N, M),

and FUNCTION SPONT (I) for the various rate equation

terms. The charge exchangeandelectron impact exci-

tation and ionizationrate parameters are calculated

in FUNCTION RHO(N,M) and FUNCTION SIG(N,M), accord-

ing to Eqs. (42)and (44). The plasma particle densi-

ties D(NUM), where NU?4= 4, S, 6, 7, and 8arecalcu-

lated in SUBROUI’INE PLASMA using Eqs. (53) - (57).

Population inversions are found from the particle
0

densities, and the gains for the 584-A and 2 P lines

are calculated in SUBRO~INE GAIN using Eqs.(47) and

(31). The intensitiesof the 584-; and2p radiation

are calculated in SUBROUTINE INTENS according to Eq.

(5B). The calculated values are printed as shown in

Fig. 5. The time is advanced by DELT, and new values

are calculated and printed until T = TMAX isreached.

Dependingon the choice of step sizes, the program

requires several minutes of CPU time on the CDC 7600

computer.

C/:::;T*””D”mFR”x-o’”x--/_ POSITION ALoNGTNS USER AY.lS FSffl Z-’ TO Z-ZMX

&’ ‘

o
•1

❑

c1

❑

❑

o
•1

❑

D

•1

❑

Fig. 5

x. NUNERICAL RESULTS

In this section we discussthenumericalsolution

of Equations (50)-(58)for the set of operating pa-

rameters given in Table VI. The large cesium target

density (1019 cm-3) maybe produced by vaporization

from a flash-heatedwire or plate. Since the target
density is much greater than the plasma density (ncs

>> no), the effectsofelectron impact ionization and

excitation of the cesium atoms,reactionsthatcompete

with the charge exchange process which populates the

upper laser level, are minimized,
7

small fraction of the cesium ground

lost due to electron impact events.

TABLE VI

TYPICAL VALUES6 FOR

That is, only a

state density is

THE OPERATING PARAMETERS

Parameter Typical Value

Target Density
‘Cs

= 10’9 cm-3

Plasma Density n = 1016 cm-3
o

Electron Temperature Te = 50 eV

Ion Temperature Ti = 50 eV

Target Scale Length ‘cs = 1.0 cm

Plasma Scale Length ‘cs = 1.0 cm

Drift Velocity v = 2.2 x 107cm/s
o

When the plasma intersectsthe target, charge

exchange occurs in the interaction region and the

uPPer laser state is populated.As the excited heli-

um atoms drift deeper into the target, spontaneous

and stimulatedemission occur which fill the ground

state of the helium atoms. Thus, a positive popu-

lation inversionoccurs near the edge of the target,

and decreases with depth into the target. The depth

at which the population inversionisa maximum is X =

0.8 (x = O.lmm) for the operating parameters listed

in Table VI. The gain for the 584-~ line is inbasic

agreement with the analytical theory2 for early time

(T S 4) when thestimulated emission~dlaserintensi-

ty are small. The gain is uniform along the laser

axis,andthe intensity increases nearly exponential-

ly with Z as shown in Fig. 6. Bytime T=8 (t =

4.5 ns), saturationeffects begin to limit the laser

intensity. The maximum intensity of 584-; radiation

.

is of order 106 W/cm2.
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The operating parameters have been varied about

the typicalvalues listedinTable VI with the follow-

ing results:

(1) When the cesium density is increased to
~ozo

-3
cm , the laser intensity grows more rapidly as a

functionoftime due to the increased charge exchange

rate term [cf. Eq. (14)]. Saturation effects occur

at an earlier time (T = 6), andthemaximwn intensity

remains of order 106 W/cmz. Due to the increased

target density, rapid charge exchange, and thus the

maximum population inversion, occur closer to the

target edge (x 0.04 mm). When the cesium density

is reduced to the plasma density (nCs = no = 1016
-3

cm )> electron impact events destroy the cesium

ground state population on a time-scale short com-

pared to the spontaneous lifetime. That is, the

population inversion is positive only for times T<l,

and the radiation intensity is not signific:tntly

greater than the spontaneousbackground.

(2) When the drift velocityvo is increased hy a

factor of 2, the intensitygrows more rapidly as a

function of time due to the increasedchargeexchange

rate coefficient [cf. Eq. (7)]. Since the faster

moving helium atoms travel deeper into the target

before undergoing spontaneous decay, the maximum

population inversion occurs at a greater depth. The

maximum laser output remains of order 106 W/cmz. The

charge-exchange cross section decreases when the

drift energy is greater than EQ/2 (= 5 keV fromTable

I). Although a computer run has not been made for

this range of drift velocity, it seems reasonable to

expect that the maximum laser intensity would be re-

duced.

(3) The maximum laser intensity is roughly propor-

tional to the plasma density no. That is, the in-

tensity is of order 107W/cm2 for plasma density 10
17

-3cm .

(4) When the plasma temperatures are varied by 20

eV, the maximum laser intensity varies by less than

an order of magnitude.

(5) A reduction in the density scale lengths xC5and

~e results in an increase in the intensity growth

rate. This is because the cesium and helium densi-

ties build up more rapidlyinthe interactionregion.

The depth at which the population inversion is a

maximum is closer to the target edge.
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